The Team

Team Leader: ___________________________________________ Date: ____________________
Team Name: ____________________________________________
Team Members: __________________________________________

Number of Cast: _____ Number of Crew: _____

The Film

Name of Film: ____________________________________________

Logline of Film: __________________________________________

(A logline is a short, catchy summary of the story.)

Total Running Time: ___________ (including credits)

Assigned Genre: _________________________________________

Required Elements: _______________________________________

Original Music:  □ Yes  □ No

The Statement

With the signature below, Team Leader certifies they have read, and agree on behalf of him/herself and all Team Members named above, to abide by the “Official Rules” of the CWU 48-Hours Film Slam (48HFS), as distributed at the mandatory meeting prior to the start of competition and by reference made a part hereof. It is understood that 48HFS reserves the right to disqualify from screening or exhibition and remove from consideration for awards any films/videos that do not adhere to the Official Rules. Team Leader further affirms that he/she has secured all rights in and to all material included in the Film, including without limitation any and all images, photographs, performances, appearance(s) by any person(s), sounds, soundtrack and music. Team Leader and 48HFS will jointly own, as coauthors, the copyright in and to the Film. 48HFS shall have the following rights: to copy, screen, show, exhibit, telecast, broadcast, advertise, market, exploit, and disseminate the Film and/or any portion thereof throughout the universe in perpetuity, via any medium and in any manner whether now known or hereafter invented. In no manner limiting the foregoing, 48HFS shall have the right to use the Film and any portion thereof to advertise, promote and publicize the CWU 48 Hour Film Slam in any manner and via any medium at 48HFS’s sole discretion.

Team Leader’s Signature: ______________________________________

The Weekend

The Best? __________________________________________________

The Worst? __________________________________________________

If you could change one thing…? ______________________________________